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Abstract
In this essay, an attempt is made to re-present African Communitarianism as
a discursive formation between the individual and community. It is a view
which eschews the dominant position of many Africanist scholars on the primacy of the community over the individual in the ‘individual-community’
debate in contemporary Africanist discourse. The relationship between the
individual and community is dialogical for the identity of the individual and
the community is dependent on this constitutive formation. The individual is
not prior to the community and neither is the community prior to the individual. Contemporaneity explains this dialogic relationship and to argue otherwise threatens the individual’s subjectivity to a vanishing point, or simply, to
deny the individual a presence. On this trajectory, the politics of common
good within the African value system can neither be described nor represented through consensus or unanimity but through a realist perspectivism or
a worldview not held in abstraction from living traditions, cultures, and
values that characterize the people(s) of sub-Saharan Africa.

Introduction
A key element in the discussion on African Communitarianism has been the debate
over the status of individual and community. Many Africanist writers have projected a
peculiar understanding of African Communitarianism which advances a priority of the
community over the individual. In this essay, while I do not debunk the role of communities in facilitating the good of the individual, the community in my view, is not
prior to the individual and the latter does not pre-exist the community. The individual
and the community are not radically opposed in the sense of priority but engaged in a
contemporaneous formation. Key in understanding such contemporaneity is a discussion on the politics of common good which many Africanist writers have equated with
consensus. Consensus in my view, does not give an adequate account of the praxis of
common good in African Communitarianism. Consensus absorbs multiple viewpoints
through a totalitarian uniformity. It is, to use Lyotard’s (1984:63) term, a form of ‘terrorism’. I shall propose another alternative to consensus, namely, realist perspectivism.
1
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Realist perspectivism does not depend on the elusive prospect of conformity but
strives for conversion of beliefs. If our communal ethos must be explained within a
Western philosophical paradigm, then we must adopt a realist perspectivism and not
consensus. For the current purposes, I shall adapt ubuntu as one such discourse of
African Communitarianism.
This essay is divided into three sections. The first section is an overview of an African communitarian discourse - ubuntu - as located within the ethical, socio-political
and cultural ethos in the African value system. This will be followed by a discussion
on the politics of common good and a proposal for an alternative model to the dominant paradigm - realist perspectivism. The final section exposes the danger of false
metaphors like simunye2 as descriptive of ubuntu.
Ubuntu ontology
According to Ramose, ubuntu as a socio-ethical imperative of African peoples is not
merely restricted to Bantu-speaking peoples who use the word ‘ubuntu’ or its equivalent thereof. It also includes the worldview of other ethnic groups of sub-Saharan Africa who share similar ideals embodied in ubuntu. The reason for this broad similarity
Ramose (1999:49) writes is based on the notion of interrelatedness of cultural affinity
and kinship:
Our point of departure is that Ubuntu may be seen as the basis of African philosophy…[And]….a persuasive philosophical argument can be made that there
is a ‘family atmosphere’, that is, a kind of philosophical affinity and kinship
among and between the indigenous people of Africa.
Ubuntu is at once a philosophy and a culture; this is what Ramose means when he
writes of ubuntu as the foundation of African philosophy. Analytically speaking,
‘ubuntu’ is a term used to describe the quality or essence of being a person amongst
many sub-Saharan tribes of the Bantu language family. The term ‘person’ must be understood differently from the enlightenment codification of a person as essentially rational, where ‘rationalism’ remains a sole criterion for subjectivity. While we presuppose rationality to all persons, rationality need not be the only criterion to determine
who is a human being. More critical for the current purposes is the understanding of a
person as located in a community where being a person is to be in a dialogical relationship in this community. Accordingly, a person’s humanity is dependent on the appreciation, preservation and affirmation of other person’s humanity. To deny another’s
humanity is to depreciate my own humanity. To be a person is to recognize therefore
that my subjectivity is in part constituted by other persons with whom I share the social world. This social world is dependent on our constitutive social intercourse. On
this view, Mbiti (1969:108-109) writes:
In traditional life, the individual does not and cannot exist alone except corporately. He owes this existence to other people, including those of past generations and his contemporaries. He is simply part of the whole. The community
must therefore make, create, or produce the individual; for the individual depends on the corporate group … whatever happens to the individual happens to
the whole group, and whatever happens to the whole group happens to the indi2

Simunye is a Zulu word which means ‘we are one’. It was first adapted as a national discourse during
the anti-apartheid struggle but it will feature prominently as a politicized rendition of ubuntu in the
socio-political discourse of post-apartheid South Africa.
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vidual. The individual can only say “I am, because we are; and since we are
therefore I am”. This is the cardinal point in the understanding of the African
view of man [My Emphasis].
I concur with Mbiti to the extent that an individual’s subjectivity is dependent upon a
discursive formation. However, I differ to the extent that ‘[The] community must
therefore make, create, or produce the individual’. In my view, the identity or subjectivity of the individual and the community are mutually constitutive and hence none is
supreme. For this reason, Mbiti’s claim is perhaps better substantiated by Dzobo’s
(1992:132) more precise, more complete and more powerful expression: ‘we are,
therefore I am, and since I am, therefore we are’. By this assumption, in advancing the
good of the community, the individual’s good is concomitantly advanced precisely because the community’s and individual’s goods are not radically opposed but interwoven. The community is a guarantor of my subjectivity, whereas I guarantee the community’s survival by advancing its constitutive goods, knowing that if the community
hurts, it is the individual that hurts. As an Igbo proverb goes, ‘when the mouth cries,
the mouth and the nose follows’; a view which reflects the idea that the good of the
community and that of the individual are intricately interwoven. The contemporaneity
of the individual and the community gives justification to my claim that in our traditional value system, the community is not prior to the individual and vice versa. The
individual’s subjectivity is not solely determined by the community but co-substantively constituted insofar as the individual is also imbued with self-determination and
remains the highest value in the community. Such values Ramose, (1999:99, 120)
informs us may be extrapolated in various proverbs and aphorisms:
Motho ke motho ka batho; umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu (A person is a person
through other persons)
Feta kgomo o tshware motho (Life is greater than wealth)
Kgosi ke kgosi ka batho (‘the sovereignty of the King derives from and belongs
to its subjects’
Motho gase mphshe ga a tshewe sesotlho (‘no single human can be thoroughly
and completely useless’)
Precisely because the relationship between the individual and the community is contemporaneous, the community in this context does not act as a self-generating end but
furnishes those values that will enhance human identity. This is the context of my disenchantment with African communitarians like Ifeanyi Menkiti (1984:172) who argues that personhood is not an automatic quality given at birth but necessarily
achieved. Following this thought, the community is both the catalyst and prescriber of
human identity without which individual possesses no subjectivity:
As far as Africans are concerned, the reality of the communal world takes precedence over the reality of the individual life histories, whatever these may be.
It is the community which defines the person as a person not some isolated
static quality of rationality, will or memory. Personhood is something which
has to be achieved, and is not given simply because one is born of human
seed…As far as African societies are concerned, personhood is something at
which individuals could fail (Menkiti 1984:171, ff, cited in Gyekye 1998:318f;
My emphasis).
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In his reaction to the controversy, Wiredu informs us that moral beliefs and practices
are always those of some cultural group and the justification of such moral beliefs
takes place within the context of the community and its structured scope for individuality. An individual’s subjectivity emanates from the social-intercourse within specific
cultural contexts. Accordingly, the scope of individuality in specific historical communities shapes noetic attitudes on identity formation insofar as communal sets of ends
remain a priori. According to Wiredu (1996:15), ‘the concept of a person is a social
concept before it is anything else…personhood is not an automatic quality of the human individual; it is something to be achieved’.3 By arguing this position, Wiredu accords primacy of the community over the individual. For his part, GyeKye (1998:318)
argues that ‘the sense of the community that characterizes relations among individuals
is a direct consequence of communitarian social arrangements’. However, I differ with
Gyekye (1998:321) to the extent that he advocates for a primacy of the cultural community, a thesis which is sustained insofar as the cultural community remains the ultimate ‘medium in which the individual person works out and choose goals and life
plans – activities through which the person ultimately becomes what he/she want to be
and acquires the sort of status he/she desires; the cultural community must be held as
prior to the individual’. My point thus far is that the place of the community and individual is defined through an inter-subjective formation between them. This procedure
defines the contemporaneous term of such relationship. Community so understood is
formed by a ‘people’, a group of individuals that live together by fortune or misfortune
of shared histories and heritage; of common fate and destiny. No community exists in
a vacuum. At the same time however, an individual’s subjectivity is necessarily located and actualized within a community. The identity of the the community and the
individual is given essence in terms of such trivially inter-subjective formations. To
argue that the community pre-exists the individual is to argue that we can indeed have
a community without a person for the community is necessarily constituted by
persons. And to argue that an individual pre-exists the community is ontologically
contradictory for a person is necessarily a social subjective.
Politics of common good: consensus or conformity?
Ubuntu is a politics of the common good according to which collective pursuit of ends
as shared by members of a community is the primary political aim. In this milieu, an
individual’s ends or interests do not conflict with the common good.4 The pursuit of
the common good need not undermine individual subjectivity nor yield to univocal
unanimity insofar as the good of the community is dependent on an intersubjective affirmation and unique subjectivities. In fact, the common good flourishes where unique
individual subjectivities are fostered. This is what Ramose (1999:138) meant when he
writes:
3

4

Notice the premise at which Wiredu arrives at this conclusion: that moral beliefs and practices are restrictively internal to some cultural group - self evident relativism that has been the bane and weakness
of communitarian philosophy in general. This claim cannot be completely dismissed for indeed, at the
risk of argumentum ad verecundiam, as Aristotle or his later disciple Alasdair MacIntyre would have argued, goods are internal to practice (see Aristotle, Ethica Nicomachea; Alasdair MacIntyre, A Short
History of Ethics, London: Routledge, 1967; After Virtue, Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press,
1984). However, we must admit that even these goods are always a product of discursive formation.
They are not entirely restricted to a people but a product of interculturality, inter-subjective formation,
creative communications and dialogues!
PLS lecture notes, UNISA, 2001.
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The individual human being is an object of intrinsic value in its own right. If
this were not so it would be senseless to base the affirmation of one’s humanness on the recognition of the same in the other and respect thereof. It is meaningful to state that to denigrate and disrespect the other human being is in the
first place to denigrate and disrespect oneself only if it is accepted that oneself
is an object worthy of dignity and respect.
Most Africanist writers have endorsed consensus as a sole normative paradigm
through which the common good is obtained in African value system. Although
Ramose would recognize the unique subjectivities of individuals, he goes on to endorse consensus as the normative paradigm to describe African value systems:
The communal ethos of African culture placed a great value on solidarity,
which in turn necessitates the pursuit of unanimity or consensus not only in
such important decisions as those taken by the highest political authority of the
town or state, but also in decisions taken by lower assemblies such as those presided over by the heads of the clan, that is, the councillors. (cited in Ramose
1999:139f)
‘Opposition’, Ramose (1999:140) continues, although not just ‘for the sake of opposition’ is ingratiated in the process leading to consensus (Ibid). According to this understanding, our ethics as it were, is mediated by the perpetual quest for consensus or
unanimity.5 Consensus Wiredu (1988:374, 377) informs us is achieved after lengthy
deliberations:
The elders sit under the big trees, and talk until they agree to disagree…this
thought [about the ideal of consensus] is given expression in an art motif depicting a crocodile with one stomach and two heads locked in struggle over
food. If they could but see that the food was, in any case, destined for the same
stomach, the irrationality of the conflict [the disagreement over who gets what
share] would be manifest to them. But is there a chance to it? …. Yes human
beings have the ability eventually to cut through their differences to rock bottom identity of interests [My emphasis].
Dirk J. Louw (2001:21) attempted to overcome the tyranny of consensus in the African communitarian discourse by arguing that it not be equated with ‘outmoded and
suspect cravings for (an oppressive) universal sameness, often associated with socalled teleological or “modernistic” attempts at the final resolution of differences’. I
concur with Louw that ubuntu understood generally as African communitarianism
thrives on plurality and that while those who advocate ubuntu believe that personhood
is constituted through other persons, it recognizes that ‘“other persons” are so called
precisely because we can ultimately never quite “stand in their shoes” or completely
see through their eyes”’. However, Louw (2001:21, 1999b:4) proceeds to argue that
‘when the Ubuntuist reads “Solidarity” or “consensus”, s/he therefore also reads
“alterity”, “autonomy” and “co-operation” (note: not co-optation”)’. Notice however
the apparent contradiction in trying to maintain ‘alterity’ and ‘autonomy’ while still
advocating consensus. Louw (2001:18) continues that in consensus, ‘everyone gets an
equal chance to speak up until some kind of agreement, consensus or group cohesion
is reached. This important aim is expressed by words like simunye (“we are one”, i.e.
5
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“unity is strength”) and slogans like “an injury to one is an injury to all” ’: I disagree.
Consensus neither accommodates autonomy nor alterity, but suppresses these core values of human identity. Where context control and domination is perceived as better
than their absence, the performative criterion of consensus promotes dogmatic adherence to a metaphysical discourse. It demands the renunciation of fables and requires
‘clear minds and cold wills’ (Lyotard: 1979:62). Such ‘cold wills’ banishes any room
for difference in the name of a consensual tyranny or uniformity. But the community
can only develop and flourish through the ripples of different subjective autononomies. Consensus obscures and does not promote our constitutive development. This
problem is the concern of the next section.
Why (not) consensus?
If we assume consensus as the theoretical framework onto which our politics of the
common good is grafted, then the substantive point of our discourse is open to crises.
Evidence has shown that these Africanist writers made no attempt at analytical elucidation of the term ‘consensus’ and its application in the current discourse. From the
Latin, consentire, consensus literally means ‘general agreement…the collective unanimous opinion of a number of persons’. In these terms, Ramose (1999:139) speaks of
‘unanimity’ as synonymous to consensus and Wiredu (1998:374, 380) for his part,
writes of consensus as:
Suspension of disagreement, making possible agreed actions without necessarily agreed notions …consensus is not just an optional bonus…it is essential for
securing substantive, or what might also be called decisional representation for
representatives and, through them, for the citizens at large…consensus as a political decision-making procedure requires in principle that each representative
should be persuaded, if not of the optimality of each decision, at least of its
practical necessity, all things considered.
In the absence of any substantive definition, I will enlist the authority of Habermas on
whose term consensus acquired a normative import. I proceed with a basic outline of
consensus and will argue that an appeal to consensus is overwhelmingly tyrannical
and totalitarian. I use Habermas because the theory of consensus as a democratic imperative is largely developed by Habermas’ account.
What is Consensus?
According to discourse ethics, the universality of admissible norms is obtained
through rational discourse. Through a co-operative process of interpretation, rational
and free individuals accept as valid any claim they make insofar as reasons for such
claims have been offered via a rational discourse (see Habermas 1979:179). Consensus receives validity through legitimation. Legitimation is an attempt to authenticate a
claim to political authority by a given state by realizing and preserving those norms
and values necessary for the continual sustenance of the state. In other words, the ability of corresponding institutions to demonstrate why they should be granted political
power vis-à-vis a superior capacity for the actualisation of fundamental values for the
institution of society in question necessarily constitutes an alibi for the legitimation of
the said institutions. On this point, an institution can legitimate itself by assuming the
capacity of securing ‘the best possible satisfaction of generalizable interests’ (Howe
2000: 46). And precisely because consensus is a ‘stamp of approval, any claim to gain
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legitimacy or validity is merely an object of administrative procedure, a metaphor for
power or even an instrument for domination (see Lyotard 2000:45).
Within this procedural understanding of ethics, in dealing with divergent ethical
points of view, the most efficacious way of arriving at a common good accepted by
everyone on equal terms would be a consensus that is grounded on fair procedure: ‘a
consensus on the right rather than the good’, and by extension, a consensus of ‘action’
without a consensus of ‘opinion’ (Hendley 2000: X). Accordingly, consensus excludes
others outside my consensual scheme where what is good for me in this situation is
more significant for me than who I am as a moral agent. And, since there is no substantive conception of the good, what matters is ‘what is right’ or ‘acceptable’ independent of any substantive conception of the good. To conceive of ethics on procedural terms is key in Habermas’ attempt to adopt an impartial point of view with regards to our normative commitments (Ibid). This approach undermines what Taylor
calls ‘the point of those procedures, the substantive good that is at stake in adopting
such impartial procedures’ (cited in Hendley 2000:X).
As a discourse ethic, consensus is essentially formalistic; it neither guarantees moral
rightness nor presupposes any substantive moral conduct or commitment to the good
independent of practical reason. In this sense, consensus as discourse ethics becomes
deontological in two senses: (i) it assumes the priority of rights over good by structuring moral principles in ways that do not presuppose any particular conception of the
good. (ii) It posits morality to consist of categorical imperatives insofar as norms are
morally binding on the basis of their relationship with the process of social interaction
and communication (Baynes 1998:196f). Kantian ethics as we know embodies
two-world metaphysics, i.e. the noumenal and phenomenal world. This dualism enabled Kant to equate what an individual can rationally and consistently will with what
everyone would consistently and rationally will to agree (Baynes 1998:197). This is
Kant’s kingdom of ends, and harmony between what the individual wills and that of
the collective rational will is achieved by setting interests, desires and inclinations
against the backdrop of reason (Ibid). Here is the rub! In the first place, the possibility
of any actual discourse is severely limited by time and space and this undermines their
normative validity. Secondly, even if discourse is carried out by a few representatives,
it is still neither a sufficient substitute nor adequate account of our intersubjective
formation and constitutive identity.
Postmodernism charges consensus with conceptual terrorism insofar as difference or
divergence is suspect while single meta-narratives are celebrated. In consensus, advocacy for unanimity or conformity remain prerogative while dissent is repressed to conform to the language-game plan. In this game, the pressure to conform Lyotard writes,
‘is because the stronger the “move” the more likely it is to be denied the minimum
consensus, precisely because it changes the rules of the game upon which consensus
had been based’ (Lyotard 1984:63). Subsequently, participants in rational moral discourse are threatened or eliminated from the language game not on the basis of weak
argument but because if they want to remain participants then they must follow the terror slogan ‘adapt your aspirations to our ends or else’ (Ibid). Consensus as a regulative
ideal of our moral discourse tends toward totalitarianism. Unity is not uniformity.
Consider the unity of human organism: The body and all its part are not uniform, yet
they remain efficacious in their integration and functionality. Consensus contradicts
the very intentionality of our common good as it represents a state of discussion and
not the telos. For these reasons, I propose a realist perspectivism.
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Towards a realist perspectivism
In this section, I shall introduce a realistic perspectivism6 which in my view, gives a
more coherent account of the politics of common good in the African value system. It
is a perspectivism that shuns unanimity in favour of a dialogue that is not oppressive.
The focus is on understanding and experiencing the other in his/her context before any
judgment.
Willard Van Orman Quine in Word and Object outlined basic rules for radical translation. Quine invites us to imagine a jungle linguist trying to comprehend a barbaric
tongue and trying to translate this language. According to Quine (1960:26, 29, 73ff),
this is possible in certain conditions. The condition involves attributing charity, meaning, rationality and truth to other person’s beliefs or utterances. The linguist would
necessarily recognise modes of behaviour embedded in the lifestyles of the indigenous
people and gain their confidence and cooperation. This process of translation has been
identified as the principle of charity. This principle involves an ‘ontic-commitment’ in
translating a foreign language through a sensitivity and application of those modes of
behaviour autochthonous to the natives (Harman 1969:15f). There are two versions of
the principle of charity, viz.: The strong version and the Principle of Humanity:
(a) The strong version involves the most plausible interpretation of the other’s language. It involves an empathetic identification with others’ narratives in order to
understand them. Empathy in this context signifies a procedure of locating an
other’s social imaginary within actual historical context. The apparent problem in
this method is its over-generosity since we are fallible.
(b) The Principle of Humanity takes into account, our fallibility, and error in both
judgment and perception. The principle invites us to interpret the other in a way
that makes his/her belief intelligible (even though some of them may be false).
The principle involves the application of observation and context as well as the
preservation of meaning in interpreting the other’s language.
The principle of humanity enables me to encounter an other’s
viewpoint not with the intention
of arriving at unanimity, consensus of conformity, but with the
i
intention of experiencing, judgi
ng and understanding the ‘other’
which will enable me to make an
‘ontic-commitment’ to the good
we share. This method can be
schematically represented:
This process will lead to re-examination of our position and
subsequently to conversion. Conversion involves a complete
6

Realism is a philosophical position according to which (i) there is a world independent of the mind and
(ii) our intellect can learn and describe mind-independent realist. According to realist perspectivism,
sensible qualities are not merely possessed by the object simpliciter. These qualities are relative to a
perspectival point of view. In other words, every time we perceive sensible or material qualities, we do
it in the context of a perspective (Hirst 1967).
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change of attitude. It is a disposition in which the subject focuses on becoming open
minded and less dogmatic as an ethical subject. The focus is not on duty as in Kant but
on who I am. ‘Who am I?’ is significantly a different question from ‘what duty is right
or wrong?’ (see Nafsika 2004). This is the key difference between Kantian and virtue
ethics. The former asks what rule one must employ to get it right all the time, while the
latter asks how one can become a good human being (a virtuous agent) in order to become right all the time. The first focuses on particular instances and dilemmas while
the latter question focuses on a whole person. Notice that we have different histories,
stories and narratives and we cannot allow one general rule as admissible in all these
instances. Each scenario demands a unique attention; it demands a rule that is not neutral, but biased to context, personal histories and situations. This is my charge against
our liberal modernity and its bureaucratic dictatorship based on rationality of rigid
rules and principles. Demand for such rigidity in our ethical principles is a dictatorship. Indeed, the weakness of Kantian universalism and his later disciple Rawls hinges
on this very insensitivity to context and social embeddeness. Since the focus is on the
self as a moral agent, I am aware of the need to re-examine my previous mindset (conversion). In the process, we are edifying one another until such a time that we have arrived at a platitude of awareness.
The principle of humanity in my view represents such ethical consciousness in the
African value system. It is a model that does not seek for uniformity or identity of interest but understanding; it appropriates empathy but eschews unanimity and conformity. The process of encounter with the other helps me to shed any prior misgivings. I
do not take the position of the ‘other’ for granted; rather, I am invited to experience
and encounter the other in his/her own context. This experiential moment informs and
enriches my own perspective and frees me from dogma in judgment.
Scholars critical of ubuntu philosophy dismiss it on the basis of its presumed unanimity and conformity dislocated from actual historical experience.7 These concerns
would be legitimate if we adopt consensus as a normative criterion for ethical value.
7

Notable in this criticism will be Wim Van Binsbergen (2001) and Christoph Marx (2002). Their disenchantment emanates from this peculiar reading of ubuntu as one such African Communitarianism that is
overwhelmingly totalitarian in character and wholly oppressive. If indeed such manner of speaking
characterizes ubuntu so to speak, then Themba Sono (1994:7) will be right to speak of ubuntu in terms
of ‘constrictive nature, tyrannical communalism…totalitarian communalism”. In fact, ubuntu so to
speak in African ethical consciousness becomes: Overwhelmingly, totalistic, even totalitarian. Group
psychology, though parochially and narrowly based…nonetheless pretends universality. This mentality,
this psychology is stronger on belief than on reason; on sameness than on difference. Discursive rationality is overwhelmed by emotional identity, by the obsession to identity with and by longing to conform to. To agree is more important than to disagree; conformity is cherished more than innovation.
Tradition is venerated, continuity revered, charge feared and difference shunned. Heresies [i.e. the innovative creations of intellectual African individuals, or refusal to participate in communalism] are not tolerated in such communities’ (Themba Sono 1994:7, cited in Louw 2001:18). Somewhere else, I have argued that lack of historical continuity is not simultaneously a denial of any legitimate claim on ubuntu
as actual historical experience of African peoples. Van Binsbergen and Marx will dismiss ubuntu on
such premise of inadequate historical authenticity and continuity. These criticisms may become tenable
if we restrict our investigation to the essentialist appreciation of ubuntu. Beyond this essentialism is the
performative role of ubuntu as a good within the practices of African peoples, a good internal and not
external to the embedded values of a people where it was practiced. Hence, the criticism of Marx and
Binsbergen emanates from their very essentialist and dogmatic reading of ubuntu which enables them to
articulate a strawman on the subject or if I may add, an exegesis that resonates a tad-bit residue of Levy
Bruhl and Joseph Conrad’s colonial reason! (See Michael Onyebuchi Eze. The Historicity of ubuntu: An
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This is not the case for our insight or conversion is attained through a creative dialogue. Here we call to mind Kuhn’s advice: ‘Make sense of what at first seemed absurd, then come back for a second look at what seemed clear’ (Bernstein 1991: 31). In
our dialogue, we allow our interpretation of one event to help us interpret other events,
including decisions we may have passed already but to which we return to re-examine.
Our creative dialogue is not vicious, but a process of discovery and understanding not
logical deduction. In striving for conversion, the other is not annihilated. The other’s
uniqueness is maintained and protected. There is always room for improvement as we
encounter the other whose opinions inform and enrich our beliefs. We go back to
revaluate what we have known before. For the Igbo, a method depicting the intersubjective procedure of arriving at such conversion experience is called Igbaizu: we
make changes, we re-evaluate our view and proceed to meet others on a different
platitude of understanding. This process of encounter re-occurs intermittently until we
reach conversion.
The process which we are engaged in will lead to what may be termed, ‘creative
subjectivity’ because in conversion, one is ‘constituted’ by (as one contributes to
other’s lives) the presence of others; this mutual constitution has interpretation (as
quest for understanding) as its hermeneutic thrust. Such understanding is both epistemological, concerned with knowing what already is, and also ontological; it influences
what comes to be. As you interpret reality, you make yourself – particularly your attitudes – present to the other (Bernstein 1991:34); we notice and develop strengths that
might otherwise remain hidden and undeveloped. Bernstein (1991:36) writes:
It is precisely in and through an understanding of alien culture that we can
come to a more sensitive and critical understanding of our own cultures and of
those prejudices that may lie hidden from us. We will see that this theme,
which Gadamer relates to dialogue, questioning, and conversation, stands at the
very centre of Gadamer’s philosophic hermeneutic. For him this is the type of
practical wisdom that is characteristic of the ongoing interpretation of our own
tradition.
The point of Bernstein is the recognition that our capacity to know is influenced by
personal history, tradition, prejudice and authority. We ought to consider these influences in making decisions. In interpreting situations that demands a moral choice from
us, we recognize that our overall becoming as feeling and acting persons influences
our knowing and our knowing influences our over all becoming: competence in understanding, explaining (interpreting for others), and applying – these involve one another
(Bernstein 1991:37).
An objectivist ethics centres too much on universal principles. A relativistic ethics
centres too much on individualized emotions. A conformist ethics such as consensus is
totalitarian. How can one educate emotions so that they take a sufficient account of
other persons and of the future? These extremes are avoided by our realist perspectivism. It demands a careful reflection that takes into account the future consequences
of present acts and also the existing variety of different subjectivities. Realist perspectivism shuns conformism in favour of conversion; it eschews unanimity in favour
of unity in diversity. The relationship between the individual and the community remains co-substantive by virtue of this creative dialogic process. However, our unity in
African humanism within contemporary South African socio-political discourse. Phd dissertation, University of Witten-Herdecke, Germany, 2008).
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diversity cannot be confused with the everyday slogan or clichés on ubuntu such as
simunye (We are one) (see Broodryk 1997:5, 7, 9; Thabo Mbeki 2008). Such slogans
indicate the fusion of the subject and the object into one. This is a misreading of our
discourse and the concern of the next section.
Ubuntu or Simunye (we are one?)
A populist slogan ascribed to ubuntu and which has been endorsed by many Africanist
scholars (but especially political elites) is simunye – we are one – insofar as ‘an injury
to one is an injury to all’. On one level ‘an injury to one is an injury to all’ can be validated on the basis of our inter-subjectivity. Yet, this clause need be placed on a par
with its actual meaning – we are one. This term is employed mainly by political elites
to give a politicized or even perhaps, an essentialist meaning of ubuntu in which
ubuntu is henceforth interpreted as a possessive ideology; in which we simply become
a ‘photocopy’ image of the other. Indeed, this fusion of the subject suppresses the
other whose uniqueness informs, educates, and enriches me.
In simunye, I suppress and possess the ‘other’; saying to the other, it is only when
you are like me that you are human. Ubuntu need not adapt this position for my humanity indeed flourishes through other person’s unique subjectivity and this is what it
means to say that ‘I am a person through another person’. On this view, Louw
(2001:23) has offered us an understanding of ubuntu that best describes this unity in
diversity: ‘To be human is to affirm one’s humanity by recognising the humanity in
others in its infinite variety of content and from… [by which]…a human being is a human being through the otherness of other human beings’. Iindividuals exist only in relation to others. However, I disagree with Louw, (2001:24) to the extent that ubuntu
‘unites the self and the world in a peculiar web of reciprocal relations in which subject
and object become indistinguishable’ (My emphasis). In this understanding, the subject is possessed and consummated. Augustine Shutte (2001:27) has similar problem:
Each individual of the community sees the community as themselves, as one
with them in character and identity. Each individual sees every other individual
member as another self. Thus there is no room for a separation between the individual and the community, and all the relationships and transactions between
individual members and the community as a whole remain fully personal [my
emphasis]
This understanding of ubuntu is problematic. It is a view dangerously close to an apparent aloneness characterizing liberal individualism, Cartesian cogito and the Platonic
anamnesis. We know for example that Platonic epistemology as anamnesis (recollection) asserts that one already knows what one seeks to know insofar as knowledge is
already contained within oneself. This projection underscores such reading of ubuntu
as simunye in which the ‘I’ and the ‘other’ become one rather than being in a relationship. If I were the same with the ‘other’, then I cannot really learn anything from the
other which I do not know or already posses. In fact, the idea of communal engagement or common good is wholly defeated because if we are unanimously one, then
there is neither a constitutive engagement with the other nor any need for a substantive
commitment to the good.
To view the ‘other’ as another me is to possess and objectify the other. I acknowledge the other only to posses him/her in an expanding circle of sameness. The subject
is truncated; it receives nothing and learns nothing which it does not know, or already
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posses. In Western philosophy, Martin Buber’s I-thou philosophy exposes problems
which are analogous to those I have found in the simunye version of ubuntu. Buber
makes a distinction between two basic relations, viz.: ‘I-Thou’ and ‘I-It’. I-Thou is a
relation of reciprocity and mutuality involving two subjects while the I-It is a relation
between subject and a passive object. According to Buber, the self is not an object of
possession but rather a relation existing solely as an ‘I’ addressing itself to a ‘Thou’
(Hand 1989:58). The ‘I-Thou’ has priority over the ‘I-It’ insofar as the former is an
absolute condition of intentionality for the latter. The ‘it’ is characterized by everything that I encounter each day in objective and practical experience. The sphere of the
‘It’ is perceived to represent our mental acts whether willed or felt insofar as they are
directed to an object. According to Buber, when I perceive, think or conceptualise
something, this conceptualisation constitutes the sphere of the It. The ‘It’ remains neutral and as neuter noun, it suggest that for the ‘It’, ‘individuals do not enter into the
type of unifying relation in which their otherness is distinctive, where they are, so to
speak, other than the others’ (Hand 1989:63f) 8.
In simunye, the subject closes upon itself and is at the same time a metaphysical
source of both the self and the other or otherwise, an ‘otherness’ creator. To apply this
view on ubuntu is misleading. In ubuntu, there is a relationship which neither assimilates nor possesses the other from whence the identity of the subject is constituted. Accordingly, I concur with Louw (2001:26) that ubuntu is best understood as advocating
that we incorporate dialogue through a relationship and distance. It preserves the other
in his or her otherness or uniqueness without letting him or her fade into the distance.
An ubuntu perception of the other is ‘never fixed or rigidly closed, but adjustable or
open-ended. It allows the other to be, to become. It acknowledges the irreducibility of
the other, i.e. it does not reduce the other to any specific characteristic, conduct or
function’ (Louw 1999) Ubuntu respects the dynamic nature of the ‘other’ characterized as it were by mutual exposure. The subject and the other do not dissolve into one;
rather, there is constant contact and interaction such that other’s uniqueness enriches
me.
Conclusion
The very modest aim of this essay has been to show that those practical experiences
of Sub-Saharan African peoples’ inform our communitarian approach to life in which
neither the individual nor community is prior. I advocated for realist perspectivism
which debunks consensus and simunye as actual representative model of the African
value system. The emphatic representation of unanimity and conformity evident in
consensus projects a misrepresentation of actual practices, and beckons upon stifling
of self-realization and subjectivity of others. The model I have described challenges,
in practice, the rabid conflicts in contemporary Africa, ranging from ethnic cleansing
to the virulent strain of xenophobism as we have witnessed in South Africa. These
concerns are legitimate and must be accommodated in any future writing on African
communitarianism.
8

It is significant to mention that the I-Thou relation involves encountering a being external to oneself, a
being that is radically other, and in recognizing it as such. This confrontation is not a mere idea of otherness otherwise it will be appropriated to an I-It relation. The recognition here involves confronting the
other and saying Thou to it. It is at once a real access to the other characterized as it were by an immediate contact that does not posit an object, but in which I speak to him/her. In this way, the self is no longer an isolated subject but extends beyond the boundaries of the self (Hand 1989:64).
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